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Abstract

This paper presents the complete workflow
of building a manually annotated Hungarian
corpus, KorKor, with particular reference to
anaphora and coreference annotation. All lin-
guistic annotation layers were corrected manu-
ally. The corpus is freely available in two for-
mats. The paper gives insight into the process
of setting up the workflow and the challenges
that have arisen.

1 Introduction

The main motivation for building a coreference
corpus was the fact that it is always interesting to
investigate the behavior of a linguistic phenomenon
in real texts. A manually annotated corpus is use-
ful not only for linguists, but also for training and
evaluating tools. KorKor, a Hungarian coreference
corpus presented in this paper contains multiple
linguistic annotation layers, such as disambiguated
POS-tags, lemmata and morphological features (of
two morphological tagsets) and dependency rela-
tions. All of these ordinary linguistic annotations
were corrected manually, as well as the anaphora
and coreference annotations.

Representativeness is an important feature of
a corpus if we expect the tools trained on it to
work with predictable quality in different genres
and domains. However, in the current phase of the
research, only two sources of texts were involved,
since this phase aimed more at setting up the corpus
building workflow and producing the necessary
tools.

The resource is available under CC-BY 4.0 li-
cense to enhance accessibility, usability and ex-
tensibility. KorKor can be found in the following
GitHub repository: https://github.com/
vadno/korkor_pilot. Apart from the corpus
itself, the whole workflow with detailed instruc-
tions, the annotation guidelines and the tools pre-
pared in the frame of this project are also available

in the GitHub repository to provide help for anyone
having the necessary resources (financial resource,
human labor, raw material) to continue the project
or create a new, similar corpus based on it.

2 Background

2.1 Anaphora and Coreference

As a brief overview, here we discuss the definition
of anaphora and coreference, which are often tan-
gled in the literature. Resolution of both of them is
required for interpreting a text, however the differ-
ences between them should be noted. An anaphora
gets its interpretation from an other, previously
mentioned constituent, its antecedent, therefore, it
does not have an independent meaning. Corefer-
ence means that two expressions have the same
referent. While anaphoric relations operate on the
level of grammar, coreference belongs to the lexi-
con. As (van Deemter and Kibble, 1999) pointed
out, coreference is a symmetric transitive relation,
while anaphora is not, but it is context-dependent.
An annotated corpus can contain e.g. only pronom-
inal anaphora, but it can also be richly annotated
with different relations between entities or even
events. (Lapshinova-Koltunski et al., 2022) refers
to the latter as “full coreference annotation”, be-
cause it contains not only annotation of pronouns,
but also full nominal phrases, verbal phrases and
clauses and includes rich set of links with both
entity and event coreference.

At the same time, in annotated corpora, occur-
rences in the text referring to the same entity are
technically annotated similarly, and each type of
anaphora is distinguished by different categories
based on e.g. the type of the pronoun, as well as
the different types of coreference relations. The
differences between the two relation types are re-
flected in our annotation scheme in such a way that
the type of the relation with the antecedent or previ-
ously mentioned coreferent element is marked next

https://github.com/vadno/korkor_pilot
https://github.com/vadno/korkor_pilot
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to the token. The labels used in KorKor for the dif-
ferent types of anaphora relations and coreference
are detailed in Section 4.8.

2.2 Coreference Corpora

First, here we present the annotation schemes of
two well-known shared tasks related to our topic.
The annotation scheme of CoNLL-2012 (Pradhan
et al., 2012) distinguishes between two types of
coreference: Indentity and Appositive. The for-
mer is used for anaphoric coreference and all other
types of mentions, the latter functions as attri-
bution. The annotation scheme of MUC-61 and
MUC-7 (Hirschman and Chinchor, 1998) does not
separate different types of coreference. In these
schemes coreference annotation is similar to a hy-
perlinked text, where the links connect the men-
tions of a given entity. An important objective of
these shared tasks is to achieve high interannotator
agreement, and following these schemes it can be
accomplished. On the other hand, it is important
to keep in mind that we have much more linguis-
tic knowledge about the linguistic phenomena of
coreference and anaphora, and these information
can be important e.g. in information extraction
tasks.

From the perspective of our work the most in-
teresting resources are corpora of pro-drop lan-
guages, because the dropped elements as pronouns
has referential properties. Hungarian is also a pro-
drop language, which means that some pronouns
(namely the personal and possessive pronouns in
subject, object or possessor roles) can be left out
from the sentence. In these cases, the person and
number of the subject and the object can be calcu-
lated from the inflection of the finite verb, and the
person and number of the possessor are calculable
from the inflection of the possessum.

There are multiple coreference cor-
pora for pro-drop languages, for example
OntoNotes5.0 (Weischedel et al., 2013) for
Arabic and Chinese, NAIST Text corpus (Iida
et al., 2017) for Japanese, AnCora-CO (Recasens
and Martí, 2010) for Spanish and Catalan,
PCC (Ogrodniczuk et al., 2016) for Polish, and
ParCorFull2.0 (Lapshinova-Koltunski et al., 2022)
contains Portuguese as well. The annotation
scheme of AnCora-CO includes dropped subjects
in the syntactic trees and in the coreference

1https://cs.nyu.edu/~grishman/COtask21.
book_1.html

annotation as well. NAIST, OntoNotes5.0 and
PCC also contain zero pronouns.

ZAC (Zero Anaphora Corpus) (Baptista et al.,
2016) is made specifically for the task of resolving
dropped pronouns and contains texts in Brazilian
Portuguese. It is 35,000 words long and contains
texts from various sources. Only this linguistic
phenomenon is annotated in it, however, it is re-
ally detailed, as it indicates the number and person
of the dropped pronoun, indicates whether it is an
anaphora or cataphora, and also indicates intersen-
tential anaphoras separately, as well as providing
the antecedent token. There are almost 1,500 zero
anaphoras in the corpus, which clearly shows how
important it is to deal with this phenomenon in the
case of pro-drop languages.

As ParCorFull2.0 is a parallel corpus containing
originally English and German texts, extending it
with Portuguese was a challenge, because a pro-
drop language had to fit into an annotation scheme
which was not prepared to deal with this linguistic
phenomenon. Here, the antecedents of the zero pro-
nouns are marked next to the verbs, which seems to
be a good solution, since the inflection of the verbs
shows the characteristics of the dropped pronoun.
This could only be applied to Hungarian by keep-
ing in mind that a verb can have not only a dropped
subject but also a dropped object, so it may happen
that two antecedents need to be marked next to the
verb.

It is also a possible solution, that the dropped
pronouns do not appear in the corpus, since they are
not present as independent tokens in the original
text. This can be explained by the fact that the
input of the coreference resolver does not contain
dropped pronouns, and we do not necessarily want
them to appear in the output, so we do not expect
the resolver’s training data to contain them either.
On the other hand, for information extraction tasks,
it is definitely useful if we have a richer linguistic
annotation (e.g. zero verbs, ellipses and dropped
pronouns). It can be a good solution that the corpus
contains dropped pronouns but in a way that it can
be used without them.

2.3 A Hungarian Coreference Corpus

The design of the corpus was inspired by
the biggest Hungarian coreference corpus,
SzegedKoref (Vincze et al., 2018). It was
created by enriching a smaller part of Szeged
Corpus (Csendes et al., 2005) with coreference

https://cs.nyu.edu/~grishman/COtask21.book_1.html
https://cs.nyu.edu/~grishman/COtask21.book_1.html
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annotation. It consists of student essays and
newspaper articles giving altogether 55 763 tokens.
2 456 coreference chains were found in the texts,
in which anaphoric and coreference relations are
also included.

But why is another Hungarian coreference cor-
pus needed besides SzegedKoref? Manually anno-
tated data are always very valuable resources and
the more of them, the better. Both SzegedKoref
and KorKor have manually corrected annotation
layers, therefore both of them are useful for nu-
merous tasks apart from anaphora and coreference
resolution. However, there are some differences
between the annotation principles, schemes and
tagsets, for instance in morphological and syntactic
annotation. Joint use of the two corpora is still
feasible after harmonizing the different formats.

Nonetheless, it has to be noted that there are
some further differences between the two corpora
on the level of theoretical issues. Both corpora
contain dropped subjects, objects and possessors,
but in contrast with SzegedKoref, in KorKor zero
nodes for subjects are allocated to the infinitives,
because they also play a role in the anaphoric rela-
tions. Another difference is that KorKor contains
zero substantive verbs and ellipted verbs as well.
Moreover, the method and the tagset of coreference
and anaphora are different as well.

The tagset of SzegedKoref differentiates be-
tween the following relation classes: pronomi-
nal, nominal, adverbial, verbal and derivational.
The class of nominal relations is divided into fur-
ther subclasses: repetition, synonym, hypernym,
holonym, epithet and apposition. In contrast, the
tagset of KorKor contains only two tags for all
nominal relations, which distinguishes identical
reference and part-whole relation. However, the
tagset of KorKor differentiates multiple types of
pronominal anaphora with regard to the type of
the pronoun: personal, demonstrative, reciprocal,
reflexive and possessive, and it contains three ex-
tra tags for generic subject, speaker and addressee.
The annotation guidelines of SzegedKoref high-
lights, that generic pronouns are not to be marked,
but in our data we saw many examples that the
generic subject in the text is also able to partici-
pate in anaphoric chains. Speaker and addressee is
SzegedKoref got pronominal tag as other pronouns.
Adverbial, verbal and derivational relations are not
annotated in KorKor.

3 Data

3.1 Formats

The corpus is available in two formats. The setup
of KorKor.xtsv follows the format used by the
latest version of e-magyar (Indig et al., 2019),
to be cited henceforward emtsv. In the tsv files,
every line represents a token and sentences are
separated by a blank line. Annotations are placed
in the columns, which are described in the header.
The motivation of using this format is that it fits
well into the frame of emtsv, which was used
during this project and which also can be used for
further development of the corpus.

The KorKor.conllup files use the CoNLL-U
Plus format2. A file of this format may contain any
subset of the original columns of the core CoNLL-
U files plus other project-specific ones. A comment
listing the actual columns is inserted as the first line.
This format is widely used, therefore the corpus
could reach more people.

The two versions are different not only in their
format but in their content as well, see the details
in Section 4.9.

3.2 Sources

Texts from two sources were selected for build-
ing the corpus, using the collection of OPUS Cor-
pus (Tiedemann, 2012): articles from Hungarian
Wikipedia, and texts from the Hungarian website
of the GlobalVoices3 newsportal. Using OPUS en-
sures that the corpus is available under free licence.
In addition to the coreference annotated corpus,
a smaller amount of data (8,600 tokens) got only
manually corrected lemmata, POS tags and depen-
dency analysis. These data await further work, but
at the same time the annotation layers completed so
far could also be useful for others. Table 1. summa-
rizes the size of the two formats of the coreference
annotated corpus (in number of documents and to-
kens).

4 The Workflow

The building process was set up as a pipeline, in
which as many steps were intended to be automated
as possible. Human work was used for supervis-
ing and – if needed – correcting the annotation.
Certain processing steps were carried out by the

2https://universaldependencies.org/
ext-format.html

3https://hu.globalvoices.org

https://universaldependencies.org/ext-format.html
https://universaldependencies.org/ext-format.html
https://hu.globalvoices.org
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documents tokens (conllup) tokens (xtsv)
huwiki 62 16,739 18,262
globv 32 7,760 8,799
TOTAL 94 24,499 26,581

Table 1: The size of the two formats of the coreference annotated corpus.

latest version of emtsv. As emtsv is a text pro-
cessing pipeline, and the output of a given module
forms the input of another one, it was reasonable
to check and correct annotation not only at the end
of the process but at several points of the workflow.
Although human annotation in multiple cycles is
certainly a labour-intensive method, minor faults
are easier to fix, than muddled tangles. Thus, hu-
man annotators corrected the annotations in three
phases.

The steps of the workflow were the following
(tools used are in parentheses – steps where no tools
are given were carried out with scripts developed
within the project):

1. text collection

2. emtsv process (emToken, emMorph, and
emTag modules)

3. format conversion

4. manual check (Google Spreadsheets)

5. format conversion

6. emtsv process (emDep module)

7. format conversion (emCoNLL module)

8. manual check (WebAnno)

9. manual insertion of zero substantives and el-
lipted verbs (plain text editor)

10. zero pronoun insertion (emZero module)

11. pronominal anaphora resolution

12. manual check and coreference annotation
(Google Spreadsheets)

13. format conversion

The annotators have recorded the time needed
for the correction of each document and each anno-
tation layer. This information allows us to calculate
the cost of the expansion of the corpus, and it could
be helpful even in other corpus building projects.

annotation layer token/hour
4. morphology 871.77
8. dependency 667.76
12. anaphora and coreference 595.86

Table 2: The time needed for manual correcting of the
different annotation layers.

Table 2 shows the working hours needed to correct
the different annotation layers.

The annotators reported every problem and que-
tion arising, therefore the annotation guidelines
became finer and more detailed which sped up and
made manual work easier.

The workflow includes multiple conversion steps
between file formats, as the output of a certain
step may differ from the expected input format of
the following one. Each step of the workflow is
specified below.

4.1 Preprocessing Texts

The selected texts consist of several sentences,
because anaphora and coreference relations span
through sentence boundaries. The length of the
documents range from 5 to 27 sentences, the length
of the sentences ranging from 3 to 71 tokens (count-
ing punctuation marks as separate tokens). We paid
special attention to add texts of manageable sizes
to the corpus without truncation and wanted to in-
clude as many texts as possible from the sources.
Therefore, in the case of both news and Wikipedia
texts, we selected those that were of the appropri-
ate length for our purposes, so we did not have
to delete text fragments. Parts of some Wikipedia
texts had to be cut out, but in these cases we made
sure that the coherence and structure of the text
did not change, and especially that there were no
anaphoras without antecedents. The text selection
was not influenced by the number of anaphora and
coreference chains, as it was not checked in ad-
vance.

The texts were prepared for emtsv. Despite
the fact that Wikipedia articles and news are edited
texts, a lot of spelling errors had to be corrected
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in them. Each text forms a raw corpus document
(plain text files in UTF-8 character encoding).

4.2 Tokenization, Lemmatization and POS
tagging

The output of the relevant modules of emtsv
(emToken (Mittelholcz, 2017), emMorph (Novák,
2014; Novák et al., 2016; Novák, 2003) and em-
Tag (Orosz and Novák, 2012, 2013)) is a tsv file
of four columns (the format was described in Sec-
tion 3.1). The content of the columns are: token,
all possible lemmata and morphological tags, dis-
ambiguated lemma, disambiguated morphological
tag.

4.3 Manual correction

In the first phase of manual work, tokenization,
disambiguated lemmata and morphological tags
were checked and corrected. Google Spreadsheets
were used for this task, because it fits for most of
our needs.

Seven linguists have edited the output of the
modules of emtsv mentioned above. After some
preprocessing steps that made the documents ap-
propriate for Google Spreadsheets, conditional for-
matting was applied to make the document easier
to follow and to give instant feedback to the annota-
tors. Tokens for which the morphological analyzer
produced multiple possible labels were highlighted.
In case of tokens that have only one possible analy-
sis anyway, the disambiguator is usually not wrong
either. These tokens were not highlighted, but of
course the annotators had to check them as well,
since mistakes can occur in these too. Based on the
annotators’ feedback, conditional formatting and
highlighting helped their work.

Besides tokenization, the disambiguated lem-
mata and morphological tags (the output of
emTag) were checked by the annotators. To cor-
rect the lemma and the tag, they could choose from
all possible lemma – morphological tag pairs of the
token provided by emMorph. If none of them were
acceptable, both of them could be set manually.

To make correction of tokenization errors eas-
ier, correcting commands were written into certain
cells of the spreadsheet, e.g. to join or split to-
kens. First, the document was exported. Second,
a postprocessing script responsible for the format
conversion interpreted and carried out the correct-
ing commands (such as line deletion, line insertion
with the given content, joining two or more tokens,

or splitting a token). The output format of the post-
processing script was again xtsv.

All the texts were corrected by at least two anno-
tators, and a third one curated the documents. The
inter-annotator agreement rate in terms of Cohen’s
κ for the morphological tags was: 96.07%.

4.4 Dependency Parsing

The corrected documents were fed into emtsv
again for dependency parsing. As the dependency
parser module (emDep) requires another morpho-
logical tagset in the input, the corrected tags were
converted into a UD compatible tagset4 by using a
script5. Note that the UD tagset, in contrast with
the emMorph tagset, does not encode derivational
information, therefore the two layers differ not only
in their format, but in their fineness as well. As
the UD tagset is less detailed and lossless mapping
is possible between them, no manual check was
required. Thanks to this conversion step, end users
can use two types of tagsets: emMorph, the cur-
rent and most detailed Hungarian morphological
tagset, and UD, which is widely used and meets an
international standard.

4.5 Manual Correction and Zero Substantive
Verbs

In this phase, WebAnno (Eckart de Castilho et al.,
2016), a general purpose web-based annotation tool
was used for manual correction, because it suited
most of our needs. Link annotations as dependency
edges are easy to handle with the drag-and-drop
operation method, texts in different phases of anal-
ysis could be imported in various formats, and its
interface allows us to check and correct already
annotated documents as well. There are some ad-
ditional functionalities like comparing and visual-
izing documents annotated by multiple annotators
and calculating inter-annotator agreement. The
flexibility of the tool provides that one can easily
create a custom layer besides multiple built-in lay-
ers. WebAnno runs on a server and the annotators
can use it via their common browser.

The output of the dependency module was con-
verted to CoNLL-U, a file format edible for We-
bAnno. The conversion was done by the corre-
sponding module of emtsv. Three linguists have
checked and corrected the dependency edges.

4For details about Hungarian morphological tagsets, see
(Vadász and Simon, 2019) and https://github.com/
dlt-rilmta/panmorph.

5https://github.com/vadno/emmorph2ud2

https://github.com/dlt-rilmta/panmorph
https://github.com/dlt-rilmta/panmorph
https://github.com/vadno/emmorph2ud2
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Nevertheless, some weaknesses of the tool have
turned out during the work. The tokenization was
previously corrected, but still the annotators found
tokenization errors in this phase as well. Unfortu-
nately, WebAnno does not support token deletion
or insertion, thus these errors had to be corrected
in a separate postprocessing step.

In this postprocessing step, zero substantives and
ellipted verbs were inserted as well. The reason
why zero substantives and ellipted verbs were in-
cluded is because they also have a subject – either
overt or dropped – and ellipted verbs also have an
object or other arguments.

A zero substantive was inserted in a sentence
without a finite verb as a new token, where it would
turn up as an overt substantive verb if the sentence
was in past tense. Zero substantives got a combined
ID from the ID of the preceding token. In Exam-
ple 1, two zero substantives were inserted into the
dependency tree.

Ellipted verbs are also insterted into the corpus,
because in the absence of an overt verb, adjuncts
could not be bound to their mother nodes. Ellipted
verbs were also inserted manually, and as in the
case of zero subordinates, they got a combined ID.
In Example 2, an ellipted verb was inserted into the
dependency tree.

Altogether, 419 zero substantives and 22 ellipted
verbs were inserted into the corpus.

4.6 Inserting dropped pronouns

Dropped pronouns were inserted by a rule-based
script6. The rules work on the preceding annotation
layers (lemma, morphological tag and dependency
analysis). Dropped pronouns are inserted in the
following cases:

• subject, if a verb does not have a subject in
the dependency tree;

• object, if a transitive verb does not have an
object in the dependency tree;

• possessor, if a possessum does not have a pos-
sessor in the dependency tree;

• subject for an inflected or a non-inflected in-
finitive in the dependency tree.

Inserting dropped pronouns generates extra
branches in the dependency tree. Zero subjects

6For the sake of anonymity, the link is provided only in the
final version.

are placed after the verb, zero objects after the verb
(and the subject), zero possessors after the posses-
sum. All zero pronouns get a combined ID from the
ID of the preceding token and the syntactic role of
the zero element (SUBJ, OBJ, POSS). Not surpris-
ingly, the POS tag of the zero pronouns is pronoun
(PRON), their morphological features, like person
and number, are calculated from the verb or the
possessum.

Altogether, the corpus contains 867 zero sub-
jects, 101 zero objects and 379 zero possessors.

4.7 Inserting pronominal anaphora
Pronominal anaphora relations are also inserted
by a rule-based script. The script searches for the
pronouns, and a set of rules operate on the POS
tag, the morphological features and the syntactic
information of the other words.

For the time being, the script searches for an
antecedent only for personal pronouns, all other
types of pronouns (possessive, reflexive, recipro-
cal, demonstrative and relative) had to be inserted
manually. The antecedent searching algorithm for
personal pronouns works by simple rules, e.g. if
the subject of a verb is covert and the inflection
of the verb is identical to the verb of the previous
clause, the antecedent of the subject is the subject
of the verb in the previous clause.

4.8 Manual Correction and Coreference
Annotation

Four linguists have checked and corrected the in-
sertion of the dropped pronouns and pronominal
anaphora and annotated the coreference relations
in this phase.

There is a large range of annotation tools capable
for the task of anaphora and coreference annotation
and some of them can be used not only for anno-
tating but correcting already existing annotation as
well. However, no annotation tools fit perfectly our
needs, principally by reason of the inserted zero
elements and the generated IDs.

Hence, to perform this correction and annota-
tion phase, Google Spreadsheets with conditional
formatting was used again. Anaphora and corefer-
ence annotations were noted into two columns: one
is for the ID of the head of the mother node, and
one for the relation type. The following anaphora
relation types are annotated in KorKor (with the
tag in parentheses): personal (prs), demonstrative
(dem), reciprocal (recip), reflexive (refl), relative
(rel), possessive (poss).
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A sorozat főhőse Papyrus ∅van , aki egy ifjú halászlegény ∅van .
the series hero Papyrus is , who a young fisherman ∅is .

1 2 3 4 4.1 5 6 7 8 9 9.1 10

DET
POSS

PRED

SUBJ

ROOT

PUNCT

SUBJ

DET

ATT PRED

ATT

PUNCT

The hero of the series is Papyrus, who is a young fisherman.

Figure 1: In this complex sentence, the zero substantive verb of the subordinate clause is dependent from the zero
substantive of the main clause. Original IDs and combined IDs of zero elements are under the tokens.

Öccse miniszteri posztot vállalt , majd elnöki pozíciót ∅vállalt .
brother.Poss.Sg3 ministerial position.Acc assume.Past , then presidential position.Acc ∅assume .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8.1 9

ROOT

ATT OBJ

SUBJ

PUNCT

CONJ

COORD

OBJATT

PUNCT

His brother undertaken a ministerial position, then a presidential one.

Figure 2: The verb of the first clause of the compound sentence occurs in the second clause covertly. A zero node is
inserted, thus the arguments have a mother node to bind to.

The script that automatically inserted a link to
the antecedent for the personal pronouns did not ac-
count for the other anaphora types and the relations
in which they occur. For instance, the referent of a
general subject – usually expressed in English by
passive constructions – may be difficult to grasp.
In Example 1 the verb elítéltek certainly has a third
person plural subject, but it can not be related with
any entities mentioned in the preceding text. In
KorKor generic subjects are marked with the tag
arb. General subjects do not have an antecedent,
but they can be antecedents of other generic sub-
jects.

(1) a Kínai Kommunista Párt egyik volt vezetője,
akit hazaárulás miatt elítéltek
one of the ex-leaders of the Communist Party
of China, who was convicted for treason it
was first mentioned in 1883 as an area do-
nated to the Orthodox community

Another interesting case is, when the speaker (or
the writer) addresses the hearer (or the reader), as
in Example 2. This type occurs rarely in the genre

of news and Wikipedia, but still, some examples
were found, moreover, expanding the corpus with
other genres (literature, personal texts) would bring
more instances.

(2) A születésnapi ajándékoknak is nagyon
örülünk, ha szeretnéd támogatni a munkán-
kat, küldj nekünk adományt, vagy vegyél
egyet az NSA-s karácsonyi üdvözlőlapjaink
közül, amelyet a Creative Time-nál dolgozó
barátaink terveztek.
We’re also very happy for birthday gifts, if
you want to support our work, send us a dona-
tion, or buy one of our NSA Christmas cards
designed by our friends at Creative Time.

Two further tags were introduced to handle these
special types of subjects: addr for the addressee,
and speak for the speaker (writer). Bringing the
addressee and the speaker/writer into the set of
the participants of the event put down by the text
allows us to mark if a pronoun refers back to these
participants.

In coreference corpora, multiple types of corefer-
ence are usually annotated, such as repetition, varia-
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tion, synonym, hypernym, hyponym, and holonym.
While working out the design of KorKor and set-
ting the annotation principles, we have faced some
difficulties in connection with the different relation
types, namely that it was challenging to write a
guideline that could precisely define and differenti-
ate the coreference types, because it is sometimes
too hard for the annotators to distinguish the certain
types. As a result, only two tags are used for mark-
ing coreference relations in KorKor. The tag coref
is for the relation tpye when the two elements have
identical reference (e.g. in the case of repetition,
synonym, hiper- and hyponym). The tag holo is
used when a part–whole connection holds between
the two entities. It is important to distinguish these
two types, because we found examples for “branch-
ing” coreference chains as in Example 3.

While in a coreference relation both participants
are overt, the antecedent of a pronoun can be either
a dropped pronoun or an overt phrase, therefore
anaphoric and coreference relations make up a tan-
gled net with branches, instead of a simple chain.

Table 3 summarizes the total number of
each relation type in the corpus (counted in
KorKor.xtsv).

relation type occurrence
prs 1 306
dem 121
recip 10
refl 16
rel 294
poss 0
arb 274
speak 4
addr 1
coref 1 365
holo 180

Table 3: The total number of anaphoric and coreference
relations in KorKor.

4.9 Converting to CoNLL-U Plus

The version of KorKor.conllup was converted
from KorKor.xtsv. Although the two formats are
interoperable, it was not only a simple format con-
version. Firstly, zero elements are not listed as sep-
arate tokens in KorKor.conllup, which means
that the affected dependency trees and anaphoric
relations had to be revised and modified. Dropped
pronouns are annotated in a different manner: if

a verb has a covert subject or object, or if a pos-
sessum has a covert possessor, it is annotated in
specific a column. Person and number of dropped
subjects, objects and possessors are calculated from
the inflection of the verb or the possessum. In the
current state of the corpus these dropped pronouns
are left out from the coreference chains, their an-
tecedents are not marked and they can not be the
antecedents of an other element.

Additionally, in KorKor.conllup, the corefer-
ent elements form a simple chain, in which the ele-
ments having the same referent are linked linearly,
instead of a tangled net structure with branches.

Consequently, the two versions fit for different
users. KorKor.xtsv is suitable for examining
the nature of anaphora from the linguistic point
of view. The presence of zero elements allow the
user to formulate queries about, for example, what
events a participant in the text has attended. On the
other hand, as KorKor.conllup is closer to to
the usual coreference corpora, it is more applicable
as a training or a test dataset, therefore is can form
a base of a higher level information retrieval task,
for example.

4.10 Further Questions
We made an interesting observation regarding
Wikipedia articles, the annotation of which we of-
ten encountered serious difficulties. Illustrative ex-
ample, when an article refers to an animal species,
e.g. describes a certain type of chicken. First, it
writes about the animal’s features and habits in gen-
eral, where it occurs, what it eats, etc., and then it
covers the animal’s body parts and their properties.
The situation gets even more complicated if these
are followed by presenting in detail separately the
hen and the rooster (in first person sinular). These
cases are marked as holonyms in KorKor, but this
solution can be disputed.

Some problematic issues have emerged in con-
nection with coreference, for which neither us, nor
the literature have provided any answers yet. In
Example 3, the state of the referent changes can be
seen. What kind of relationship exists between a
human and his/her dead body?

(3) Három hónap telt el az újságíró házaspár,
Sagar Sarwar és felesége, Meherun Runi
meggyilkolása óta. A holttesteket már ex-
humálták is, hogy megismételjék a boncolást.
Three months have passed since the murder
of the journalist couple, Sagar Sarwar and
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My car has a flat tire . I had to take the car to a service where they replaced the wrong tire .

HOLO

COREF

COREF

Figure 3: Branching coreference chains: a whole-part relation holds between the car and the tire, and both of them
are repeated later in the text.

his wife. The bodies are already exhumated
to repeat the autopsy.

Example 4 illustrates the issue of split an-
tecedents.

(4) Papyrus bátor és megmenti Thèti-Chèri-t.
A két egymásra lelt barát küldetést kap az
istenektől, hogy védelmezzék meg a fáraót.
Papyrus is brave and saves Thèti-Chèri. The
two friends found each other got a mission
from the gods to guard the pharaoh.

According to our annotation principles, only one
antecedent could be connected to a word, how-
ever the phrase the two friends found each other
relates and refers to Papyrus and Thèti-Chèri at
the same time. It would not help, if Papyrus and
Thèti-Chèri were coordinated. In this case, the an-
notation would technically achievable, but it would
be ambiguous, because the referring phrase could
be either the whole coordination, or only the head
of it.

Our annotation scheme does not cover the prob-
lem of these problematic cases, they are still wait-
ing for solution and are part of our future plans, as
is further expansion of the corpus.
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